Field Representative Consultation

PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR CONNECTION AND SHARED LEARNING

In October 2019, members of the RSWR Field Teams came together for a three-day Consultation in Indianapolis. Sierra Leone Field Representative Sallian Sankoh and Trainer Ahmed Muckson Sesay, Kenya Field Representative Samson Ababu and Trainer Lotan Migaliza, and India Field Representative Dr. R. Kannan were present. This gathering was the culmination of years of planning and praying.

Each In-Country Team is tasked with doing the on-the-ground work of the RSWR programs in that country, including visiting prospective applicants, training groups, monitoring, and offering assistance to grant recipients. Enhanced by the historical and cultural differences between the countries, the Consultation provided a valuable opportunity to share challenges and
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"LET US THEN SEE WHAT LOVE CAN DO." – William Penn, 17th Century Quaker
successes, and to envision the future of RSWR programs.

Prior to the Consultation, Field Representatives were present for the October meeting of the Right Sharing Board. This provided a mutually enriching experience for both the Board and Representatives to get a better sense of how each complements the organization’s mission. It was also a joy for Board members and Field Teams to get to know one another better.

At the conclusion of the Consultation, Field Teams, accompanied by RSWR staff and Board members, spent time traveling in the US. General Secretary Jackie Stillwell and the Sierra Leone team went to California, Program Director Sarah Northrop and the Kenyan team visited in Indiana, and Board member Marian Beane traveled with Dr. Kannan on the east coast. They visited many Monthly Meetings, sharing in worship and hosting presentations. Thank you to all of the individuals and meetings who provided hospitality during these travels!
NEW & CURRENT DONORS
who maintain their 2019 giving levels will continue to be matched in 2020 and 2021!

Missed the match in 2019?       Donors who renew or increase their giving in 2020 will be matched in 2020 and 2021!

Rural Initiative for Community Empowerment (RICE) grant beneficiaries in Sierra Leone sharing appreciation for Right Sharing.
Support RSWR

USE GOODSEARCH & GOODSHOP
WWW.GOODSEARCH.COM

for all your Internet searches and purchases. When you designate Right Sharing of World Resources, your activities will contribute to the transformative work of RSWR with no cost to you.

BECOME A MONTHLY SUSTAINER

Regular giving from a bank account or by credit card is a great way to support RSWR all year long! Sign up at: www.rswr.org/recurring/

PLANNED GIVING

Consider making RSWR a part of your estate plan. Find out more at: www.rswr.org/planned-giving/

AN UPDATE from the STAMP PROGRAM

The Stamping for Dollars Team at First Friends Indianapolis worked throughout the year to sort and sell stamps sent in by RSWR supporters! In 2019 the Stamp Program raised over $2,400 for Right Sharing projects! Members of the Team met with Kenyan Field Reps Samson and Lotan when they visited First Friends Indianapolis in October.

Right Sharing is so grateful for this ministry! Send your stamps to: Stamps for Right Sharing c/o Indianapolis First Friends, 3030 Kessler Blvd. East Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46220.

IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION OR WOULD LIKE TO BE CONTACTED BY THE STAMP TEAM TO CONFIRM RECEIPT OF YOUR STAMPS, PLEASE INCLUDE AN EMAIL ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER WITH YOUR PACKAGE. THANK YOU!